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Abstract. Severe consequences in volume leakage (subject to the con-
ditions required by specific attacks) stimulate a new research direction
(Eurocrypt 2019) of volume-hiding structured encryption (STE), partic-
ularly encrypted multi-maps (EMM), in which all queries should share
the same (as the largest) response size unless the scheme is lossy. Mean-
while, note that the responses are originated from the actual ciphertexts
outsourced to the server. Conventional wisdom suggests that the cipher-
texts (to be accessed by the server while answering a query) should also
contain many dummy results to make a query look uniform with others.
Supporting updates is also natural; however, attaching dummy results to
a query also complicates the operation and leakage of updates, which ex-
cludes many advanced data structures, e.g., cuckoo hashing (CCS 2019).
This paper proposes a space-efficient EMM without storing any dummy
ciphertext, which is volume hiding against passive adversaries (SP 2021)
and compatible with dynamic extensions. Its crux structure is a hash
ring, which is famous for load balancing but rarely appears in any STE.
Efficiency-wise, our scheme beats the state-of-the-art (Eurocrypt 2019,
CCS 2019), maintaining the necessary communication overhead and down-
sizing the server storage to be linear in the number of values in the EMM,
while ruling out any data loss due to truncations or differential privacy.

Keywords: Volume Hiding · Encrypted Multi-Maps · Consistent Hash-
ing · Structured Encryption · Dynamic Symmetric Searchable Encryption

1 Introduction

Structured encryption (STE), introduced by Chase and Kamara [6], enables a
client to outsource an encrypted data structure to an untrusted cloud server for
later private queries. Encrypted multi-map (EMM) is an important instance of
STE. A multi-map (MM) usually contains a set of keys, each associated with a
tuple of values. Treating each key as a keyword and the values as (identifiers
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of the) documents containing the keyword, EMM realizes searchable symmetric
encryption (SSE) for keyword searches. It serves as the core of SSE for more com-
plex queries (e.g., range [8,7,30], graph [24,25], skyline [31], and SQL [13]) and
improved security for dynamism (e.g., forward and backward privacy [3,25,4]).
Many EMMs are well-known to be lightweight and efficient for millions of records.

An STE is deemed secure with respect to a given leakage profile if its op-
erations reveal nothing beyond well-defined functions capturing the leakage of
the private input data. Leakages allow STE to be efficient, but whether they are
“benign” enough is still under study. Though most leakage-abuse attacks can be
challenging to realize in practice, e.g., require knowing a large portion of data
and some queried keys [12,5] or typical distributions of client queries [18,22,10],
they stimulate the research of minimizing the leakage of STE in the first place.

This work focuses on the design of volume-hiding EMMs, a notion recently
proposed by Kamara and Moataz [14] and further formalized by Patel et al. [27].
The volume refers to the number of associated values of any key. A very re-
cent work [21] demonstrates that a passive attacker solely observing EMM ac-
cesses can still exploit the volume leakage of range queries to reconstruct the
private plaintext. A volume-hiding EMM can hide the response length of a
query, which effectively mitigates the damage caused by volume-abusing at-
tacks [18,22,10,2,21]. In this work, we propose volume-hiding EMMs against such
adversaries, which compare favorably with state-of-the-art [14,27] in efficiency.

1.1 Related Work – Many Dummies in Storage and Communication

For a multi-map MM, let ` be the maximum volume, m be the number of distinct
keys, and n be the total number of values over all keys. Usually, m · `� n. For
volume hiding, the response volume is maintained to be at least Θ(`).

The näıve padding approach pads up to (`−1) dummy values to any key with
a volume less than `, which increases the server-side storage to m · `. Another
solution is oblivious RAMs (ORAM) [9]. Among the oblivious accesses to each
associated value, up to ` extra fake accesses are made. While ORAM has been
made practically efficient, it inherently incurs large communication overheads.
Both approaches are undesirable in practice, motivating cleverer constructions.

The first construction VLH [14] reduces the storage overhead of the näıve
approach roughly by half under specific parameters, yet still far from the ideal
goal of Θ(n). For each key, it determines its volume via a pseudorandom function
(PRF). It pads dummies when the PRF-derived volume is larger than the real
one and truncates values when it is smaller. It is thus lossy, which is often
undesirable. Although the number of truncated keys is relatively small under
the Zipf’s distribution, no data loss guarantee is given for a general MM.

The second construction AVLH [14] achieves Θ(n) storage. For each key, it
chooses a set of ` related bins uniformly at random. Each value is placed into a
distinct bin related to its associating key. All bins are padded with dummies to
the maximum bin size after all the n values have been arranged. According to the
balls-into-bins analysis, the bin size would be Ω(log n), resulting in Θ(` · log n)
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communication and computation overheads for any query. AVLH further opti-
mizes the server storage from Θ(n) to Θ(n−

√
m · polylog(m))) for concentrated

MM with many values associated with a large number of keys. It ensures that
these values only appear once among all bins. However, this variant requires the
hardness of the densest subgraph problem [20], which is not thoroughly studied
in literature and hard to determine related parameters for concrete security.

Patel et al. [27] criticized (A)VLH [14] for lossiness, large storage and query
overheads, or reliance on a less-studied assumption. Observed that minimizing
storage overhead is a typical hashing problem: placing n items to Θ(n) locations
that can be looked up by probing a small number of locations, they proposed two
schemes exploiting “cuckoo hashing with a stash” [20], which store each value
in one of two hash slots or a client stash, and abort if the stash overflows.

The first scheme dprfMM outsources a hash table of length (2 + α)n, which
contains those key-value pairs survived from cuckoo hashing evictions and some
dummies. A query token consists of 2` hash slots possibly related to the queried
key. The server returns 2` ciphertexts retrieved from these slots, each containing
a desirable value, a value of other keys, or a dummy. The client combines the
value tuple of the queried key from both the local stash and the server response.
The token size could be reduced by delegatable PRF [19] with extra computation.

The second construction dpMM [27] outsources a cuckoo hash table storing
the volume of each key, in addition to the one used in dprfMM. It leads to the
(2 +α)(n+m) storage overhead. To query, it first takes the client one roundtrip
to fetch the volume of the queried key. With the noise from the Laplacian distri-
bution, the client issues a token consisting of hash slots, whose size is the volume
of the queried key plus the (possibly negative) noise and an extra adjustable pa-
rameter. The following query steps remain the same as dprfMM. With a small
amount of perturbation over the response length, the query communication of
dpMM is close to the optimal case, which outperforms any other schemes, but
only under the relaxed (differential) privacy guarantee with potential data loss.

Our construction, achieving the known best communication overhead (i.e., `)
under the consideration of volume hiding against passive adversaries [21], avoids
any locally stored MM (cf., the stash from cuckoo hashing in dprfMM and
dpMM [27]) or any loss of values (cf., due to differential privacy in dpMM [27] or
PRF-based transform in VLH [14]), while further improving the server storage by
wiping out dummies (cf., dummy padding required in the state of the art [14,27]).

1.2 Volume-Hiding EMM with “Volume-Affecting” Updates

To make an EMM scheme dynamic, existing dynamic structures [16,23,24,3,25,1]
may not be applicable to volume-hiding EMMs given the more rigorous leakage
control. As discussed, the security and efficiency of volume-hiding EMMs are
impacted by the maximum volume of the input MM, which may be changed
by even a single update. To hide the key with the (real) maximum volume, the
client must expensively introduce a dummy for each distinct key.

Indeed, the only two dynamic volume-hiding EMMs [14], VLHd and AVLHd,
only support a limited form of updates (cf., [25]). They are extended from VLH
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and AVLH, respectively. AVLHd only supports edition, which modifies the value
of a key-value tuple, but not the key. VLHd further supports “addition” and
“deletion.” Addition can only add a key that never exists in the MM. In other
words, adding one more value to an existing key, which affects `, is not possible.
Similarly, VLHd can only delete all values associated with a key. All these updates
are relatively straightforward, mostly without affecting the maximum volume.
Furthermore, both constructions require the client to get back the tuple to be
edited by querying before (re-)uploading the updated tuple. Finally, they lack
forward privacy and backward privacy [3,4], which have become the de facto
standard of dynamic STE due to the adaptive injection attack [33].

One may attempt to upgrade dpMM and dprfMM [27] with dynamic updates.
It will involve insertions to the underlying cuckoo hashing table, and the chain of
evictions it may incur becomes more complicated in the EMM setting. Firstly, the
server cannot determine whether the slot to be inserted is empty unless the client
decides to help by an extra round of communication. Also, the eviction chain will
affect multiple slots. To avoid extra leakage, such as the occupancy information,
one needs to make sure insertions for all updates result in the same eviction
time, which significantly burdens the computation complexity. This showcases
that designing a volume-hiding EMM that is compatible with updates in the first
place appears to be a better approach, which also steers our EMM design.

1.3 Our Contributions and A Technical Overview

We observe that most volume-hiding EMMs hide the volume of a key using the
values of other keys and dummies. Dummies carrying no meaningful informa-
tion are the culprits of the significantly larger storage overhead. Our idea is to
wipe out these dummies and realize volume hiding solely with meaningful value
tuples. Beyond the storage of tuples themselves, we can further free the server
from storing a global data structure filled with many dummies here and there
(cf., the entire hash table outsourced by dprfMM/dpMM [27] of size (2 + α)n or
(2 + α)(n+m) for a positive constant α). Our volume-hiding EMM thus beats
the best-known server storage (from (2 +α)n to 2n) with an even lower commu-
nication overhead (from 2` to `). The query overhead remains asymptotically the
same as AVLH for a general (i.e., not necessarily concentrated) MM [14]. Notably,
our scheme neither stores any local (partial) MMs nor suffers from any data loss
due to truncations or differential privacy. Table 1 summarizes the comparison1.

As the trade-off for the above benefits, we consider passive adversaries who
can observe EMM accesses of the data owner but cannot force arbitrary accesses
of their wishes, capturing realistic scenarios of cloud storage applications. Never-
theless, solely storing meaningful tuples for supporting volume-hiding queries is

1 Even powerful cloud/server-side security enclaves would not hide the communication
volume. A highlight of our scheme is its simplicity (fits in a single page) and its usage
of lightweight tools (e.g., PRF). No significant constant is hidden in the asymptotic
evaluations. There are no (non-colluding) servers. These emphases might be random;
however, we found the need to respond to a very negative review (not from DBSec)
of an imagined paper, if not related subfields (volume-hiding SSE/ORAM/etc.).
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Table 1: Comparison of Volume-Hiding Encrypted Multi-Maps

Scheme
Communication Computation Server Storage No No
(Response Size) (For Query) (Encrypted Multi-Maps) Loss Stash

Näıve Padding ` ` m · ` ! !

VLH [14] Θ(`) Θ(`) Θ(m · `) % !

AVLH [14]
Θ(` · logn) Θ(` · logn) Θ(n) ! !

(General MM)

AVLH [14]
Θ(` · n

polylog(m)
) Θ(` · n

polylog(m)
)

Θ(n−
! !

(Concentrated)
√
m · polylog(m))

dprfMM [27] 2` 2` (2 + α)n ! %

dpMM [27]
2`(key) 2`(key)

(2 + α)(n+m) % %
+ω(log λ′) +ω(log λ′)

Our S4 ` Θ(` · logn) 2n ! !

(Legends) m: the number of distinct keys, n: the total number of values across all keys
`: the maximum volume across all keys, `(key): the volume of key
λ′: a security parameter for differential privacy, α: a positive constant
“No stash” means no need for the client to locally store any partial multi-map.
“No loss” means no loss of data, e.g., due to differential privacy or truncations.

still non-trivial. To avoid leakages of the underlying MM incurred by merely out-
sourcing the EMM, the responses for each query should be randomly distributed
across the storage space. However, when the responses of a query can only be
padded with those of another query, it appears that the client needs a sophis-
ticated mapping, say, by solving a combinatorics and optimization problem, to
carefully “plan ahead” what are the responses to be “borrowed” as dummies,
which is essentially a rephrasing of the EMM problem we aim to solve.

As a simple storage-saving structure, our EMM is named S4. It is based on
a variant of hash ring [17], a technique that we first bring to the context of STE
(SSE included) to our knowledge. The ring stores the encrypted contents of the
original MM (notably without dummies). The query for a key specifies ring slots
associated with it. Intuitively, any query should contain the same amount of ring
slots, or metaphorically speaking, shelters for the key-value pairs. We still need
to ensure that, when a shelter is not in real need, i.e., when a key associates
with less than ` values, the shelter pointed to by the key is storing the real value
of another key in need. Our strategy of using the hash ring makes this possible.

We also explore how to update volume-hiding EMMs efficiently. We borrow
an approach from the database community [7] of setting up a new instance for
updates and periodically merging them, which matches the feature of some real-
world systems (e.g., commercial database Vertica [26]) that handles updates
efficiently in batch. We further consider forward and backward privacy, resulting
in the first dynamic volume-hiding EMM with such privacy guarantees. A con-
current work of Gui et al. [11] proposed a scheme that is forward and backward
private while mitigating the volume leakage. Nevertheless, its bucketization tech-
nique exposes an approximate volume of each query even to a passive adversary.
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2 Preliminary

2.1 Notation, Basic Structure and Primitive

Notation. Let λ be the security parameter and all algorithms take λ implic-
itly as input. negl(λ) is a negligible function in λ. PPT stands for probabilistic
polynomial-time. For a set X, x←$X samples an element x uniformly from X.
For an algorithm A, x ← A means x is an output of A. || denotes string con-
catenation. [n] denotes the set {1, . . . , n}. [a . . b] denotes {a, a+ 1, . . . , b}.

Basic Data Structures. We recall operations of arrays, dictionaries, and multi-
maps used in this work. An array A of the capacity n is a sequence of n values
indexed by integer identifiers from 0 to n− 1. For an index i and a value v, we
set the i-th value via A[i]← v, and get the i-th value via v ← A[i].

A dictionary DX is a collection of key-value pairs. For key in the key space K
and a value v, v ← DX[key] (resp. DX[key]← v) represents getting (resp. putting)
v from (resp. into) DX[key]. A multi-map MM is a collection of key-tuple pairs
{(key, ~v)}. One could get/put tuples associated with a specific key in MM with
similar notions as DX. Specifically, we denote the number of values in the tuple
~v by [|~v|]. For i ∈ [|~v|], one could get/put the i-th value of ~v with handle ~v[i].

Basic Cryptographic Tools. Pseudorandom functions (PRF) are polynomial-
time computable functions that cannot be distinguished from a truly random
function by any PPT adversary. The symmetric-key encryption scheme (SKE)
used in this work is random-ciphertext-secure against chosen-plaintext attacks
(RCPA), which requires ciphertexts to be computationally indistinguishable from
random even if the PPT adversary adaptively accesses the encryption oracle. It
can be obtained from the standard PRF-based SKE or AES in counter mode.

2.2 Structured Encryption for Multi-Maps

A structured encryption scheme STE encrypts a data structure such that the
client could privately query its content. It can be either response-revealing (re-
vealing the query response in plaintext) or response-hiding (keeping it private).
An STE is non-interactive if the response can be fetched in a single roundtrip.

We focus on non-interactive and response-hiding STE for MMs, i.e., EMMs.

Definition 1 (Non-Interactive Structured Encryption for MMs). An STE
scheme for MM Σ = (Setup,Query,Reply,Result) is defined as follows.

– (K, st,EMM) ← Setup(1λ,MM) is a probabilistic algorithm executed by the
client that takes as input the security parameter λ and the input multi-map
MM. It outputs a private key K, a state st, and the encrypted multi-map
EMM. The client stores (K, st) while sending EMM to the server.

– tk← Query(K, st, key) is a (possibly) probabilistic algorithm executed by the
client that takes as input the private key K, the state st, and the key from the
key universe K of MM. It outputs a query token tk to be sent to the server.
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– res ← Reply(tk,EMM) is a (possibly) probabilistic algorithm executed by the
server that takes as input the query token tk and the encrypted multi-map
EMM. It outputs the response res to the client.

– ~v ← Result(K, key, res) is a deterministic algorithm executed by the client
that takes as input the private key K and the queried key which produced tk,
and the response res due to tk. It outputs a value tuple ~v associated with key.

Security is captured under the real/ideal simulation paradigm with leakage
functions L = (LS,LQ). It guarantees that the encrypted multi-maps structure
EMM from Setup reveals nothing beyond the setup leakage LS, and the query pro-
cedure over EMM reveals nothing beyond the query leakage LQ. More precisely,
Reply is the only algorithm during the query procedure (Query,Reply,Result)
that is executed by the server and possibly leaks information to it.

Definition 2 (Adaptive Security of Structured Encryption for MMs).
Let Σ = (Setup,Query,Reply,Result) be a non-interactive response-hiding struc-
tured encryption scheme for multi-maps. We say that Σ is (LS,LQ)-adaptively-
secure, if for all PPT adversary A, there exists a PPT simulator S such that

|Pr[RealA(1λ) = 1]− Pr[IdealA,S,L(1λ) = 1]| ≤ negl(λ)

where Real and Ideal are probabilistic experiments defined below.
RealΣ,A(1λ): A generates an input multi-map MM and receives EMM from

the challenger, where (K, st,EMM)← Setup(1λ,MM). Then A adaptively makes
a polynomial number of queries. For each queried key, the challenger executes
(Query,Reply) with A, and A receives tk← Query(K, st, key).

IdealΣ,A,S(1λ) A generates an input multi-map MM and receives EMM from
the simulator S, where EMM is generated using only LS. Then A adaptively
makes a polynomial number of queries. For each queried key, the simulator S
executes (Query,Reply) with A by generating tk using only LQ.

In both experiments, A returns a bit b ∈ {0, 1} eventually. Looking ahead,
our construction can be proven secure under the adaptive definition, but an
active adversary, in principle, can manipulate the leakages to be defined below.

2.3 Typical Leakage Functions

We recall typical leakage functions summarized for encrypted multi-maps [15].

– Query equality pattern qeq, usually referred to as the search pattern of SSE,
reports whether two queries are issued for the same key or not. Formally, for
a sequence of t non-cryptographic keys qeq(key1, . . . , keyt) = M , where M is
a t× t matrix such that M [i][j] = 1 if keyi = keyj for i, j ∈ [t].

– Response length pattern rlen reports the number of values associated with an
input key. Formally, for a multi-map MM = {(keyi, ~vi)}keyi∈K with key space
K, rlen(MM, keyi) = `(keyi) = |~vi|. This is the leakage we aim to avoid.
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– Maximum response length pattern mrlen reports the maximum number of
values associated with any key. Formally, for a multi-map MM with key
space K, mrlen(MM) = ` = maxkey∈K `(key), where `(key) is the number of
values associated with key.

– Data size pattern dsize reports the total number of values over all keys. Form-
ally, for a multi-map MM with key space K, dsize(MM) = n =

∑
key∈K `(key).

We further introduce the access intersection pattern aintx as follows.

– Access intersection pattern aintx reports the intersection of EMM slots ac-
cessed by two queries. Formally, for a sequence of t keys, aintx(EMM, key1, . . . ,
keyt) = M ′, where M ′ is a t× t matrix such that M ′[i][j] contains the com-
mon slots of EMM accessed when querying keyi and keyj for i, j ∈ [t].

2.4 Volume Hiding against Passive Adversaries

Volume hiding requires that the number of values associated with any single
key remains private. Patel et al. [27] defined it as a property of the leakage
functions in a game where the active adversary receives the setup and query
leakage of a chosen multi-map. We instead consider passive adversaries who
can observe all EMM accesses but cannot actively perform adversarially chosen
accesses. Furthermore, they have no knowledge of the plaintext multi-map used
to generate EMM. An EMM that is volume-hiding against passive adversaries
means they cannot determine the actual volume of any key in the multi-map.

An active adversary has a high level of “control” of the data owner who
keeps explicitly authorizing many queries, which an actively malicious cloud can
exploit toward exposing the entire multi-map. Our model is weaker; however, it
remains meaningful in a realistic setting that the cloud server cannot actively
sabotage the data owner or would not risk being caught. This also matches the
required strength of the adversary in the very recent volume-abusing attacks [21].

2.5 Hash Ring or Consistent Hashing

Hash ring [17] is best known as a solution to the load-balancing problem (e.g.,
Chord [29] for peer-to-peer protocols). To assign a set of objects to some servers,
the hash function, taking either (the identifier of) an object or a server as input,
outputs s bits as a slot-identifier in an identifier ring modulo 2s (i.e., 0 to 2s−1).
For large s, the probability of the collision of identifiers is negligible. Each object
will be assigned to the server that is placed into the first slot clockwise from it.

3 Space-Efficient Volume-Hiding Multi-Map Encryption

3.1 Overview

A classical hash-ring application (Figure 1a) assigns a set of objects to some
servers by placing both objects and servers to some ring slots. The object is
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then assigned to the next server that appears on the ring in clockwise order,
also dubbed as a successor of the object slot. Successor discovery thus refers to
finding the next occupied slot. In our scenario (Figure 1b), we pick a slot (red
node) for each value index of a key via hashing. For each interval bounded by
red nodes, a slot for storing the key-value tuple (blue node) is randomly picked.

For any key with a volume less than the maximum volume `, we hash each
non-existent (fake) value index (up to `) to a slot (red ring) that lies in a distinct
interval bounded by the slots of two key-value tuples (blue nodes). It means no
other fake value index (red ring) or real value index of the same key (red node)
is allowed in the interval (but value indexes for any other key are fine). We
may need to re-sample these slots to place them accordingly, yet our analysis
shows it is unlikely to happen. To finish the EMM setup, the client outsources
the ciphertext of each key-value tuple and its ring slot location (blue node).
Notably, the server does not need to store the hash ring (cf., the entire hash
table is outsourced by dprfMM/dpMM [27]) or any dummies! Our construction
thus requires less storage than any existing solutions.

To query for a key, the client issues a token of ` ring slots related to it.
The server then carries out successor discovery for each slot from the token and
returns the ciphertext stored in the successor. Due to the slot arrangement in
the setup, the ciphertexts surely contain all the real values associated with the
queried key, and there will be one and only one ciphertext (either associated
with the queried key or another key) for each of the ` slots of any key, thus
maintaining the same response volume (i.e., `) for any key.

Our communication overhead is `, which is as good as all prior schemes (ex-
cept dpMM [27] with possible data loss). Successor discovery takes Θ(log n) with
the binary search. It can be accelerated to Θ(log log n) with advanced struc-
tures [32] at the cost of extra Θ(n) storage, providing a trade-off.

objA

objB

objC

objD

server 1
server 2

(a) Classic Usage

keyA||1

keyA||2

keyA||3

keyB ||1

keyB ||2
keyB ||3

keyA||~vA[3]

keyA||~vA[2]

keyB ||~vB [1]

keyA||~vA[1]

(b) Our Scenario

Fig. 1: Consistent Hashing and Its Application in Load Balancing and Our EMM

Figure 1b depicts a sample EMM of {(keyA, ~vA), (keyB , ~vB)} with |~vA| = 3,
|~vB | = 1, and the maximum volume ` = |~vA| = 3. Each key and its value index,
i.e., (keyA, 1), (keyA, 2), (keyA, 3), and (keyB , 1) is mapped to a ring slot (red
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node). As the volume of keyB is less than `, two extra slots (red ring) are derived
by hashing (keyB , 2) and (keyB , 3) in a way that the slots of keyB are ensured
to have distinct successors (ct2 = Enc(keyA||~vA[1]) and ct3 = Enc(keyA||~vA[3])
in our example). To query for keyB , the token consists of ` = 3 slots related to
keyB in a randomly permuted order. The server fetches the successor of each
slot and returns the corresponding ciphertext, i.e., {Enc(keyB ||~vB [1]), ct2, ct3}
(an unordered set). After client decryption, ~vB [1] will be identified as the result.

3.2 Description

Figure 2 describes the details of our construction. Let F : {0, 1}λ × {0, 1}∗ →
{0, 1}s be a pseudorandom function, and SKE = (Enc,Dec) be an RCPA-secure
encryption scheme. FindSuccessor is a simple function for successor discovery in
the hash ring. It takes as input an integer and a sorted array, and outputs the
smallest value in the array that is larger than the input integer. If the integer is
larger than any value in the array, it outputs the minimum of the array.

Setup. Cryptographic Keys. The client randomly picks a PRF seed KPRF and
an SKE key KSKE as the secret (cryptographic) key K.

Data Structure. Let n be the number of values over all (non-cryptographic)
keys of the MM. The client initializes arrays U[0 . . n−1],V[0 . . n−1], HR[0 . . 2s−1]
for the hash ring, and dictionaries DXC ,DXS , which are all initially empty.

Client State DXC . For each keyi with i ∈ [m], the client samples a λ-bit
randomness ri. DXC [keyi] stores the volume |~vi| and the randomness ri of keyi.

Hash Ring HR. For each value ~vi[j] associated with keyi, the client determines
a hash ring slot by FKPRF

(ri||j), puts it in some unoccupied slot of U, and puts
the key-value tuple (keyi, ~vi[j]) in HR[FKPRF

(ri||j)].
Red Nodes U as Boundaries for Ciphertexts. Eventually, n-out-of-2s slots of

HR are occupied. These locations stored in U are then sorted in ascending order.
Blue Nodes V for Ciphertexts. For each i ∈ [n], the client randomly samples

an integer t from [U[i− 1] + 1 . .U[i mod n]], with the abused notation for i = n
where [U[n−1]+1 . .U[0]] = [U[n−1]+1 . . 2s−1]∪[0 . .U[0]]. The client sets V[i−1]
as t, and stores in DXS [t] an encryption of the key-value tuple at HR[U[i− 1]].

Red Rings for Generating Token tk. Corresponding to each keyi for i ∈ [m],
the client samples another λ-bit randomness r′i, and outputs a tuple (t1, . . . , t`):

{FKPRF
(ri||1), . . . , FKPRF

(ri||(|~vi|)), FKPRF
(r′i||(1 + |~vi|)), . . . , FKPRF

(r′i||`)}

where the first |~vi| elements are keyi-related slots in HR, and the rest are “fake.”
Note that r′i needs to be chosen in the way that any distinct j, k ∈ [`] satisfy

FindSuccessor(tj ,V) 6= FindSuccessor(tk,V). Otherwise, we re-sample a new r′i to
fulfill the condition2. We show that the client does not need to re-sample with the
probability tending to 1 in Section 3.3. The client concatenates r′i to DXC [keyi].

The client deletes (HR,U), sets DXC as st, and outsources (DXS ,V) as EMM.

2 A similar re-sampling is required in AVLH [14], while dprfMM and dpMM [27] abort
when the stash of cuckoo hashing overflows due to collisions and evictions.
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– (K, st,EMM)← Setup(1λ,MM = {keyi, ~vi}i∈[m])
1. Sample PRF seed KPRF ←$ {0, 1}λ and encryption key KSKE ←$ {0, 1}λ.
2. Initialize array HR of size 2s and arrays U,V of size n.
3. Initialize two dictionaries DXC ,DXS .
4. For each i ∈ [m]:

(a) Sample ri ←$ {0, 1}λ.
(b) For each j ∈ [|~vi|],

i. Insert FKPRF(ri||j) into U.
ii. Set HR[FKPRF(ri||j)]← (keyi, ~vi[j]).

(c) Set DXC [keyi]← (|~vi|, ri).
5. Sort elements in U in ascending order.
6. For each i ∈ [n]:

(a) Sample t from [U[i− 1] + 1 . .U[i mod n]].
(b) Set V[i− 1]← t.
(c) Set DXS [V[i− 1]]← Enc(KSKE,HR[U[i− 1]]).

7. Sort elements in V in ascending order.
8. For each i ∈ [m]:

(a) Sample r′i ←$ {0, 1}λ, and set (t1, . . . , t`) =

{FKPRF(ri||1), . . . , FKPRF(ri||(|~vi|)), FKPRF(r′i||(1 + |~vi|)), . . . , FKPRF(r′i||`)}.

(b) If there exist distinct indices j, k ∈ [`] such that FindSuccessor(tj ,V) =
FindSuccessor(tk,V), redo Step 8a, which includes the sampling of r′i.

(c) Set DXC [keyi]← DXC [keyi]||r′i.
9. Delete HR,U.

10. Return K ← (KPRF,KEnc), st← DXC , and EMM← (DXS ,V).
– tk← Query(K, st, key)

1. Parse K as (KPRF,KEnc) and st as DXC .
2. Parse DXC [key] as (|~v|, r)||r′.
3. Set tk← {FKPRF(r||j)}j∈[|~v|] ∪ {FKPRF(r′||(j + |~v|))}j∈[`−|~v|].
4. Permute elements in tk.
5. Return tk.

– res← Reply(tk,EMM)

1. Parse EMM as (DXS ,V).
2. Initialize an empty set res.
3. For each t ∈ tk, set res← res ∪ DXS [FindSuccessor(t,V)].
4. Return res.

– ~v ← Result(K, key, res)
1. Parse K as (KPRF,KEnc) and res as {cti}i∈[`].
2. Initialize an empty array ~v.
3. For i ∈ [`]:

(a) Set (key′, value′)← Dec(KEnc, cti).
(b) If key′ = key, insert value′ into ~v.

4. Return ~v.

Fig. 2: Efficient Volume-Hiding Encryption for Multi-Maps
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Query. To query key, the client retrieves (|~v|, r)||r′ from DXC [key], and computes:

tk = {{FKPRF
(r||j)}j∈[|~v|], {FKPRF

(r′||(j + |~v|)}j∈[`−|~v|]}.

The client permutes elements in tk before sending it to the server.
For each element t ∈ tk, the server figures out its successor of the hash ring

by t′ = FindSuccessor(t,V) and retrieves the ciphertext stored in DXS [t′]. The
collection of these ciphertexts is returned as the query response res.

The client decrypts the ciphertexts in res with KSKE, and collects all de-
crypted values associated with key as the query result ~v.

3.3 Analysis

Security. For Setup, the server receives the EMM, which contains the cipher-
texts of all key-value tuples and randomly sampled hash-ring slots. Thus, the
setup leakage LS only contains the data size dsize.

For Query, the server will know `, the maximum volume of the input multi-
map by the size of any query token. It could determine the repetition of the
same query and the common slots accessed by different queries. Thus, the query
leakage LQ contains the query-equality pattern qeq, the access intersection pat-
tern aintx, and the maximum response length mrlen = `. Formally, Theorem 1
(proven in Appendix A) asserts the adaptive security of our construction with
the leakage function (LS,LQ) = (dsize, (qeq, aintx,mrlen)).

Theorem 1. If SKE = (Enc,Dec) is an RCPA-secure encryption scheme and
F is a pseudorandom function, our construction is an (LS,LQ)-adaptive-secure
encryption scheme for multi-maps, where (LS,LQ) = (dsize, (qeq, aintx,mrlen)).

Nevertheless, an active adversary with the knowledge of EMM could adap-
tively issue queries and try to match the corresponding access intersection aintx
with any prior background information about the actual volume. This seems to
be inherent when we “reuse” real slots for realizing volume-hiding EMM effi-
ciently. Passive adversaries cannot exploit such kinds of strategies. Intuitively,
the response length rlen for any key remains hidden since the slots for different
keys are pseudorandom as our scheme decides them via pseudorandom functions.

No Re-sampling Probability. Our construction requires each of the last `−
|~vi| elements of (t1, . . . , t`) for keyi, i.e., FKPRF

(r′i||(1 + |~vi|)), . . . , FKPRF
(r′i||`), has

a unique successor. For ease of analysis, we model F as a random function.
Obviously, the elements within the same interval will share the same successor,
and the probability that an element is assigned to an interval by the random
function depends on the interval length. Suppose that we divide the hash ring
of length 2s into n intervals with n values among {0, 1}s in V. Let ci be the
length of the interval where ti is placed for i ∈ [`]. Consider the case that the
first k−1 elements of (t|~vi|+1, . . . , t`) belong to distinct intervals. The probability
that the k-th element will be assigned to an interval different from any previous
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elements is (1− c1+···+c|~vi|+k−1

2s ). Then, the probability that the remaining `−|~vi|
elements are all placed in distinct intervals, i.e., they have distinct outputs of
FindSuccessor and no re-sampling is needed for keyi, is:

p =

`−|~vi|∏
k=1

(1−
c1 + · · ·+ c|~vi|+k−1

2s
) ≥ (1− (`− |~vi|)× cavg

2s
)`−|~vi|

where cavg is the average length of (c1, . . . , c`−1). We take the expected interval

length of the hash ring for cavg, i.e., 2s

n . The probability becomes (1− `−|~vi|
n )`−|~vi|,

which is approximate to e−
(`−|~vi|)

2

n . It tends to 1 assuming3 ` = o(n).

Efficiency. Our construction avoids padding of dummies or storing the entire
hash ring. Consider an input multi-map MM with maximum volume `, m dis-
tinct keys, and n key-value tuples. The server stores a dictionary DXS of size
n for all key-value tuples of MM and an auxiliary array V of size n to quickly
determine the successor of any slot, outperforming the state-of-the-art dprfMM
and dpMM [27]. The client stores the state of size m rather than a stash for any
parts of the input MM. It could be outsourced as m is independent of `.

To query for any key, the client only needs to generate ` PRF values as slots in
the token. The server determines exactly ` successors correspondingly for these
` slots. With binary search, the server can figure out a successor from V with
FindSuccessor in Θ(log n) time. The overall query complexity is thus Θ(` · log n),
which is asymptotically the same as AVLH for general MMs. ` ciphertexts are
returned to the client as a response. The communication overhead only falls
behind the differentially private scheme [27] with possible data loss.

The prior arts we improved upon are practically efficient [27]. Moreover, un-
like a particular existing scheme [14], the efficiency of our scheme is not affected
by the data distribution. As stressed in Footnote 3, we only made one reason-
able assumption of ` = o(n), which appears to be necessary for any practically-
efficient volume-hiding EMM. (If the volume is in the order of magnitude of the
database size, any volume-hiding scheme ought to be inefficient.) Our underlying
cryptographic operations are mostly PRF as typically used in many practically-
efficient STEs. It means that our asymptotic improvements over the prior arts
can be directly translated to improvements in concrete efficiency, following the
doctrine in computer science that asymptotic analysis of complexity remains
meaningful, regardless of the ever-changing computational power of the time.

Different Trade-offs on Server. For EMM = (DXS ,V) outsourced to the
server, the dictionary keys in DXS are essentially the elements stored in the
auxiliary array V. Our construction can choose to further outsource V or directly
process over DXS , which improves the storage overhead to n at the cost of either
communication overhead or computation overhead for the server.

3 This is our only assumption on the input multi-map. AVLH [14] made more con-
straints on the multi-map for security or efficiency concerns, including this one.
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With more advanced data structures, it is possible to reduce the computation
overheads of the binary search for successors, which accelerates the query, while
the server storage remains asymptotically the same, i.e., Θ(n). For example, we
could arrange V in a y-fast trie data structure [32], which efficiently supports
successor queries for integers using extra storage. Concretely, this trade-off offers
a computation overhead of Θ(log log n) for successor discovery with Θ(n) server-
side overhead, while the performance of other criteria remains the same.

4 Volume-Hiding Dynamic EMM via Batching Updates

A dynamic EMM enables the client to insert or remove one or multiple value(s)
associated with a key. Dynamic updates can be challenging to realize when we
simultaneously consider security and efficiency (e.g., minimizing leakage while
maintaining a parallelly-traversable encrypted structure [23,24,25]). Similarly,
we face a dilemma in designing a volume-hiding EMM. The root cause is that
even a single update for a key-value pair may change the maximum volume of the
multi-map. On one hand, the client should do dummy updates for distinct keys
to hide whether the real one is associated with the maximum volume. On the
other, it might leak more as those dummy updates for distinct keys it triggers
probably cause extra leakage. For dynamic update, it sounds better to start from
a static EMM that is free from dummies (or troubles), which guided our design.

Another way round is to let the client query the tuple regarding the key to be
updated in advance, and re-upload the modified tuple, which is confined to the
queried key but not any other keys. VLHd and AVLHd [14] follow this approach.
However, they are still subject to the maximum-volume limit (unless those extra
ones are truncated by the pseudorandom transform in VLHd). They also fail to
consider either forward or backward privacy emphasized in recent dynamic STE.

When saving space is one of our design goals, it is natural that the resulting
EMM is “highly” optimized with respect to the maximum volume, which makes
“volume-affecting” updates tricky. We thus consider dynamic EMM for batch
updates [7]. Namely, we set up a new EMM instance for batches and periodically
merge instances for efficiency. Setting up new instances for later merging may
sound conceptually straightforward; however, it is not an approach practically
applicable to all volume-hiding EMMs. As in Table 1, our static construction
has decent communication overhead and server storage, which will be scaled up
by the number of batches in such an approach (e.g., for storing many EMM
instances), making ours more applicable than others. This also aligns with the
update feature of some commercial databases (e.g., bulk-loading in Vertica [26]).

4.1 Definition

Syntax. We consider the batch of updates in a similar way as the multi-maps.
The µ-th batch of updates MMµ is defined as {µ, keyi, ~vi}keyi∈K, where ~vi now
is a tuple of operation-value pairs regarding keyi. For each j ∈ `µ(key), ~v[j] =
(~o[j], ~u[j]), where ~o[j] ∈ {add, del} refers to insertion or deletion of value ~u[j] for
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key, and `µ(key) is the number of updates associated with key in MMµ. We treat
the initial input multi-map for Setup as MM0 with an insertion to be done.

We introduce the following update algorithm for non-interactive response-
hiding structured encryption scheme for multi-maps Σ:

– (Kµ, st
′,EMMµ) ← Update(MMµ, st) is a probabilistic algorithm executed

by the client that takes as input a batch of updates MMµ and a state st. It
outputs a private key Kµ, an updated state st′, and the encrypted multi-map
EMMµ. The client stores (Kµ, st

′) while sending EMMµ to the server.

We extend the leakage function to L = (LS,LQ,LU), where LU is the update
leakage. STE security guarantees that Update reveals no information beyond LU.

The definition of adaptive security follows Definition 2, except that the sim-
ulator answers the update request on MMµ from A with EMMµ generated using
LU. Volume hiding is still considered with respect to passive adversaries.

Dynamic STE schemes [3,4,25,1] attach great importance to forward privacy,
which requires updates to reveal nothing on the updated key, and backward pri-
vacy, which ensures the deleted value remains inaccessible to the server. While
a recent work [28] pointed out that forward-private STE still suffers from subtle
attacks, forward privacy could mitigate the severe adaptive file injection at-
tacks [33], thus becoming the de facto standard of dynamic STE nowadays. We
formalize forward and backward privacy for batch updates in Appendix B.

4.2 Description

For the µ-th update batch MMµ = {µ, keyi, ~vi = (~oi, ~ui)}keyi∈K, the client gener-
ates (Kµ, st

′,EMMµ) similar to Setup in Figure 2. The new state is concatenated
to the old one according to keys. The only difference is that, for each key ∈ K
and each j ∈ `µ(key), (key, ~o[j], ~u[j]) is encrypted instead of a key-value pair.

Suppose the client has issued b batches of updates, and the server stores
b+1 encrypted multi-maps, including the initial one in Setup. Upon a query, the
client issues b+1 tokens with Query, and the server answers with Reply proposed
in our static construction, respectively. The client removes those values marked
with del and returns the remaining values associated with the queried key.

4.3 Analysis

Efficiency. For an update batch MMµ, let nµ be the total number of updates
over all keys, mµ be the number of distinct keys, and `µ be the maximum number
of updates for any key. To update with MMµ, the server stores EMMµ of size
2nµ. It takes the client Θ(mµ · `µ) to generate this EMMµ.

For a query over our EMM with b batches of updates, the communication
overhead is

∑b
µ=0 `µ, while the computation complexity is Θ(

∑b
µ=0 `µ · log nµ).

Note that our dynamic extension inherits the nice properties of the underlying
static EMM, with neither client stash for overflowed multi-maps nor data loss.

For amortized efficiency, we could exploit the periodic-merge approach of
Vertica [26] as also adopted by a prior STE [7]. The client decides a consolidation
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step s and the EMM for each update batch is organized as leaves of an s-ary
tree, created bottom-up. When s nodes are occupied in the same level, the client
downloads these s EMMs, consolidates existing values associated with the same
keys, and re-generates an encrypted multi-map, which will be assigned as the
parent of these s nodes. We refer to [7,26] for a more detailed description.

Despite the periodic cost for consolidation, this optimization can save the
server-side storage by reclaiming the space for deleted values, and reduce the
query overhead when the consolidation does not increase the maximum volume.
The actual consolidation strategy can be different for different scenarios.

Security. We first introduce two new leakage functions for batch updates.

– Update-batch pattern updb indicates the batches with any updates on key hap-
pened. Formally, updb(MM, key) = {µ | `µ(key) > 0} with MM = ∪MMµ.

– Update size pattern usize reports the total number of updates over all keys
in an update batch. Formally, for a batch of updates MMµ with (non-
cryptographic) key space K, usize(MMµ) =

∑
key∈K `µ(key).

Theorem 2. If SKE = (Enc,Dec) is an RCPA-secure encryption scheme and F
is a PRF, our dynamic construction is an (LS,LQ,LU)-adaptive-secure dynamic
encryption scheme for multi-maps with forward privacy, level-II backward pri-
vacy, and volume hiding against passive adversaries where (LS,LQ,LU) = (dsize,
(qeq, aintx,mrlen, updb), usize).

The proof is omitted due to the page limit and since it can be done in a stan-
dard way. Roughly, given usize, Update() can be simulated similar to simulating
Setup() as in Theorem 1. The update leakage contains usize of the update batch,
not revealing the volume associated with any key against passive adversaries.

The construction is forward-private as the token generated for previous en-
crypted multi-maps could not be applied to any subsequent updates and no key
information is revealed during updates. It also satisfies our level-II backward
privacy for batch updates (Appendix B) as the construction is response-hiding
and nothing except the batches is revealed when updates over the queried key.

5 Conclusion

Structured encryption is volume hiding when each query has the same volume as
the largest one. It was originally proposed as a stringent requirement and might
be perceived as a theoretical notion with no practical realization.

Motivated by passive attacks abusing volume leakage in plaintext reconstruc-
tion [21], this work considers a practically relevant setting in which the cloud
is honest-but-curious and does not launch active attacks, which could alert the
data owner. Achieving the volume-hiding property remains non-trivial given our
primary efficiency goal is to save the actual volume of encrypted data. The nov-
elty of our scheme is that the slots needed in hiding the volume across the queries
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are all real slots storing some meaningful ciphertexts, in contrast to the known
paradigm of volume-hiding structured encryption. Thanks to its nice perfor-
mance and compatibility with batch updates, we extend it to the first dynamic
volume-hiding encrypted multi-maps with forward and backward privacy.

Conceptually, this work brings new ideas to the (volume-hiding) structured
encryption realm and hopefully inspires more research. We leave as an open prob-
lem to provide volume-hiding against stronger adversaries and handle sporadic
volume-affecting updates while maintaining a similar efficiency level.
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A Security Proof for Theorem 1

Proof. We construct the simulator S as follows.
To simulate EMM with LS = dsize, the simulator S initializes two arrays

V,U of size n = dsize(MM), and a dictionary DXS . S fills each slot of U with
a uniformly random value sampling from {0, 1}s, and then sorts U. For i ∈ [n],
S randomly selects a uniformly random integer t as V[i − 1] from the interval
[U[i − 1] + 1 . .U[i mod n]] and sets DXS [V[i − 1]] as a uniformly random value
sampling from {0, 1}λ. S sorts and keeps V. (DXS ,V) is returned as EMM.

To simulate tk for the i-th query of keyi with LQ = (qeq, aintx,mrlen), the sim-
ulator S checks whether keyi has been queried before using qeq(key1, . . . , keyi).
If so, S returns the same tk as that of the previous queries of keyi. Otherwise, S
checks aintx(EMM, key1, . . . , keyi) and get the common slots of keyi with previous
queries. S picks ` = mrlen(MM) intervals in V, with parts of them determined
by the common slots from aintx and the rest picked randomly without repeat-
ing, and samples a uniformly random value from each selected interval. These `
values are returned as tk.

We show that for all PPT adversary A, the outputs of the real-world game
and ideal-world game are indistinguishable. We derive a standard game sequence
from the real-world game RealΣ,A(1λ) to the ideal-world game IdealΣ,A,S(1λ).

– Game0 is the same as RealA(1λ).
– Game1 replaces the pseudorandom function F in Game0 with a random

function (and recalled when needed).
– Game2 replaces the RCPA-secure encryption scheme in Game1 with a ran-

dom function.
– Game3 replaces the outputs of random functions in Game2 with values

chosen uniformly at random.
– Game4, for any query, randomly picks ` = mrlen(MM) intervals in V and

samples a uniformly random value from each selected interval. Game4 is the
same as IdealΣ,A,S(1λ).
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Game0 and Game1 are indistinguishable; otherwise, it violates the security
of the pseudorandom function. Game1 and Game2 are indistinguishable; oth-
erwise, it violates the RCPA security of the encryption scheme. By the definition
of random functions, winning Game2 or Game3 shares an equal probability.
The probabilities of winning Game3 and Game4 are also equal since DXS ,V, tk
follow the same distributions in both games. By combining these (in)equalities,
we have |Pr[RealA(1λ) = 1]− Pr[IdealA,S,L(1λ) = 1]| ≤ negl(λ).

B Forward and Backward Privacy for Batch Updates

Forward privacy for batch updates requires that any batch of updates reveals
nothing about the keys to be updated. Thus, the adversary cannot figure out the
relation between newly updated multi-maps and any previous query. We extend
the definition from that designed for a single key-value update [3].

Definition 3 (Forward Privacy). We say that an L-adaptively-secure struc-
tured encryption scheme for multi-maps Σ over key space K is forward private,
if the update leakage function LU can be written as LU(MMµ) = L′({~vi}keyi∈K),
where MMµ = {µ, keyi, ~vi}keyi∈K, and L′ is stateless.

Backward privacy hides deleted values during subsequent queries. Like the
previous definition [4], we formalize it for batch updates by introducing leakage
functions constructed from the union of historical update batches MM = ∪MMµ:

– Value-batch pattern valb reports the values currently associated with key and
in which batches they are inserted. Formally, valb(MM, key) = {(µ, u) |(µ, key,
(add, u)) ∈ MM ∧ ∀µ′, (µ′, key, (del, u)) /∈ MM}.

– Delete-batch pattern delb lists the batch-pairs of deletions and corresponding
insertions on key. Formally, delb(MM, key) = {(µ, µ′) | ∃u s.t. (µ, key, (del, u))
∈ MM ∧ (µ′, key, (add, u)) ∈ MM}.

Definition 4 (Backward Privacy). We say that an L-adaptively-secure struc-
tured encryption scheme for multi-maps Σ over key space K is

– insertion-pattern revealing backward-private (Level-I) if

LU(MMµ) = L′({~oi}keyi∈K),

LS(MM, key) = L′′(valb(MM, key), `(key)),

– update-pattern revealing backward-private (Level-II) if

LU(MMu) = L′({keyi, ~oi}keyi∈K),

LS(MM, key) = L′′(valb(MM, key), updb(MM, key)),

– weakly backward-private (Level-III) if

LU(MMu) = L′({keyi, ~oi}keyi∈K),

LS(MM, key) = L′′(valb(MM, key), delb(MM, key)),

where MM = ∪MMµ with MMµ = {µ, keyi, ~vi = (~oi, ~ui)}keyi∈K. `(key) is the
volume of key in MM. L′ and L′′ are stateless.
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